Web Development

Custom Website Development
Gene Byte provides professional Website Design, Development and Maintenance Services. Our
skilled Web Designers and Developers accomplish various website projects from brochure sites
to multi-functional web portals. Gene Byte has a large pool of resources and the required
business and technical expertise to develop websites of any complexity. We provide complete
front-end and back-end development based on the latest technologies and industry trends.
Our key Focus is
- Professional Design
- Comprehensive Functionality
- Expert Back-End Programming

Gene Byte Advantage
- Clear Communication

We believe effective communication is the key to successful deliveries. Effective communication
is vital for success of any project. We at once establish a two-way knowledge transfer process
that would let us, firstly, clearly understand client requirements, and secondly, provide a sound
and transparent advice on technology and solution options. From the very beginning of
development every project has a project manager involved. The client is able to solve all project
related issues through a single point of contact at Gene Byte . We use different communication
means: E-mail, Phone, Instant Messengers, Skype, as well as onsite visits, to secure the
required level of communication.

- Efficient Process

We have derived our development methodology from the best industry practices like Agile
methodology. We follow a practical approach to development process. We know when to apply
a “light-weight” approach for a small project to get the optimal cost-time balance. We also know
how and are able to expand it for a complex development project. But regardless of the applied
process model all projects go through stringent quality verification procedures.
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- Right Solution

By utilizing our extensive cross-domain expertise and technology competence we deliver the
right solutions for specific situations. Prior to project implementation our analysts study your
business requirements thoroughly. The detailed analysis allows us to define the appropriate
approach, design consistent architecture and select the right tools and technologies taking into
account the current needs and laying foundation for future growth.
- High Quality

A dedicated Quality Assurance Department is responsible for quality monitoring and testing at
all stages of website development to ensure high quality of the final product. Verification
includes various aspects of entire project including GUI testing and HTML standards
compliance, Functionality-to-requirements Conformity, Error-free Coding, Performance and
Stability Testing.

Our suite of Web Development Services includes:
-

CMS Development
Web Portal Development
Web Graphics

Contact Us to learn how we can impart our expertise at every stage of your Web Development
project life-cycle.
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